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Software-Based Touchless Interaction:
A New Life for Digital Signage
Offering the ability to interact with content without touching the screen can aid digital signage
deployers and resellers in maintaining the value of digital signage in the new normal.

By Richard Slawsky | Contributing writer, Digital Signage Today
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SOFTWARE-BASED TOUCHLESS INTERACTION:
A NEW LIFE FOR DIGITAL SIGNAGE

Digital signage has long been recognized for its ability to attract attention,
create brand awareness, and influence purchasing decisions, and the addition
of user interactivity further enhanced its value.
Unfortunately, the accelerating trend towards interactivity collided with

“...new technological
solutions are not just
allowing users to
interact with digital
signage content via their

the COVID-19 pandemic, creating several issues. Consumers have become
increasingly hesitant to touch displays that may be populated with all
manner of unpleasantness. Online shopping exploded, raising questions
about the return of in-person retail shoppers. And with quarantines in place
around the country, people simply weren’t going out and being exposed to
signage content.
As a result, deployers evaluating the cost of upgrading to interactive
displays now questioned if the value of touch-based systems would

mobile devices, they

survive the pandemic.

are allowing deployers

But while consumers may be uncomfortable touching public displays,

and resellers to rapidly

their mobile device. With that in mind, new technological solutions are not

there is one screen with which they’re completely comfortable: the one on

incorporate interactivity

just allowing users to interact with digital signage content via their mobile

into formerly passive

interactivity into formerly passive networks.

networks. ”

Meeting (and exceeding) consumer expectations

devices, they are allowing deployers and resellers to rapidly incorporate

Touch-driven experiences have existed for decades, but it was the
introduction of the iPhone in 2007 that ultimately crowned touch as the
dominant digital interaction paradigm. Within a few years of saturation (both
through adoption and clever advertising), the mainstream had become
touch-curious, tapping on displays everywhere to see if they’d react to direct
input. It took several more years for the industry to catch up, and multi-touch
displays and interactive digital signage soon became commonplace.
The pandemic has provided yet another watershed moment in the evolution
of interactivity – the QR code. Long relegated to specialty installations, the
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humble 2D barcode found a perfect storm during 2020. Smartphone

penetration was at an all-time high, phone manufacturers had finally
integrated QR code scanning directly into native camera apps so
consumers didn’t need to download a separate application to scan the
codes. Restaurants and other brick-and-mortar businesses capitalized
on the need to provide a contactless means to deliver content and

“...a QR-based touchless

information to their customers. Snapping a QR code to safely access

option is both familiar

and understood form of digital interaction with the analog world.

and an obvious and

This momentum is building and will carry forward well beyond the

objective visual cue

relevant, site-specific content has rapidly become a commonly accepted

pandemic. While many people will forget or ignore the implications of
touching a public surface, there will remain a substantial, touch-averse

for brick-and-mortar

population that is hyper-aware aware of the potential for pathogen

businesses that rely on

display might now have second thoughts, even with hand sanitizer nearby.

interactive signage...”

transmission. Customers who never thought twice about touching a

Offering a touchless option will be an important way to earn employee,
customer and visitor trust. Much as sanitizing wipes for shopping carts
were offered at grocery stores long before the pandemic, a QR-based
touchless option is both familiar and an obvious and objective visual cue
for brick-and-mortar businesses that rely on interactive signage to say
“we’re concerned about your safety.”
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Touchless is gaining steam

Touchless interaction simply and securely addresses the health concerns
individuals may harbor regarding contact with public displays, eliminating
one hurdle to the continued growth of digital signage. Another hurdle – the

“Facial recognition and
the use of personal
information, no matter
how anonymized, is

retail slowdown – is showing signs of turning around.
So what’s next for digital signage? Touchless interactivity is poised to take
the lead, enabling digital signage to engage users without the need for, or
perhaps even in addition to, a typical touchscreen.
Touchless interactivity has many approaches, with camera- and sensor-based
solutions being the most publicized. Marketing teams are exploring how

being subjected to

to use facial recognition and data mining to present consumers product

varying, and in some

promoting control of content using gesture recognition and proximity

cases, harsh scrutiny by
government entities.”

choices they believe will have the most appeal. Hardware vendors are heavily
sensors as well.
Unfortunately, these approaches also have serious weaknesses.
Facial recognition and the use of personal information, no matter how
anonymized, is being subjected to varying, and in some cases, harsh scrutiny
by government entities. Facets of Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GPDR), the EU law on data protection and privacy, are already being
considered for adoption by several states in the U.S. This casts serious doubts
on using video analytics, facial recognition, and linking a person’s identity to
information gathered from other sources.
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When it comes to gesture recognition and sensor-based content, these
solutions require either an investment in new signage hardware and
associated installation costs, or the substantial, and in many cases prohibitive,
costs associated with retrofitting existing displays. Secondly, both solutions

“Software-based
touchless solutions
running on customer’s
own mobile devices
leverage these nowstandard touch-based
inputs, ensuring a nearzero learning curve for
new users.”

are limited to users close to the sensor hardware and in specific engagement
zones, not to mention only supporting one user at a time. Lastly, gesture
recognition solutions have not standardized on common gestures, resulting
in confusion and embarrassment to users as they attempt to activate
functions in public.
Even if a deployer chooses a sensor-based solution, one ongoing impact of
the pandemic is a very real chip shortage impacting display manufacturing
which is projected to continue well into 2022, as well as shipping delays
caused by disruptions to the global supply chain. Digital signage networks
scheduled for updates or retrofits could be forced to delay upgrades much
longer than hoped and at a significantly higher cost. A deployer could find
themselves left in the dust as competitors opt for a less expensive solution
that can be deployed quickly.
Smartphones, on the other hand, have set a new, highly-responsive standard
for how we interact with digital content. Software-based touchless solutions
running on customer’s own mobile devices leverage these now-standard
touch-based inputs, ensuring a near-zero learning curve for new users.
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And when these solutions don’t require users to download an app or join a
specific Wi-Fi network, engaging with public-facing interactive experiences is
as frictionless and customer-friendly as accessing a restaurant’s menu.
Technology developed by San Francisco-based Freetouch, for example, is

“Converting existing
passive signage networks

leveraging that comfort to allow consumers to interact with digital displays
via their mobile device. Deployers simply download and install Freetouch
software on Internet-connected PCs and touchscreens. Screens then display a

to interactive with a

QR code for users to snap with the camera on their mobile devices to connect.

simple software add-on

using a laptop touchpad and keyboard.

and refreshed content

Not only can such a solution breathe new life into existing signage networks,

can breathe new life into

They can then interact with the remote display via their phone’s browser as if

it can easily add instant value to a reseller’s existing inventory. The ability to
easily (and inexpensively) incorporate touchless interactivity into what was

aging inventory while

formerly passive signage can be an excellent selling point.

simultaneously providing

It comes down to content

substantial cost savings.”

It is important to keep in mind that any touchless interface is only as effective
as the interactive content it’s controlling, so content designers will face a
host of challenges. Using multi-finger gestures to manipulate content and
effortlessly scrolling through long pages have become commonplace on
phones and laptops, and delivering those same experiences at scale is critical
to meeting consumer expectations. Software-based touchless interactivity
running on mobile devices can provide those experiences by leveraging the
same gestures to which we’ve become accustomed on our mobile devices,
something that hardware-based gestural interfaces cannot. This intuitive
interaction model also keeps user focus on the digital signage, not on the
mobile device, avoiding the awkwardness of limited-fidelity mobile versions
of site-specific content.
Converting existing passive signage networks to interactive with a simple
software add-on and refreshed content can breathe new life into aging
inventory while simultaneously providing substantial cost savings. Content
typically needs to be refreshed periodically to stay current and compelling,
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and adding interactivity is an incremental cost with proven results: better
customer engagement and data-driven metrics to assess the success of
advertising campaigns.
Software-based interactivity unleashes the creativity of content creators as
they now have access to display technology and venues that couldn’t be
made interactive in the past. Displays of every type, size and location are
now fertile ground to provide users with an unlimited variety of fresh and
engaging experiences.

A New Life for Passive Displays
The biggest benefit of software-based touchless interaction may be that it does not
require an existing touchscreen – it’s just as effective on passive displays. A softwarebased touchless upgrade works on nearly any display, including those within hardened
enclosures, curved and stretch displays, and even LED walls. Here are some examples of
opportunities unique to software-based touchless:

Activating Out-of-Reach Displays
Storefront displays behind glass and wall- or ceiling-mounted displays can engage
customers from the street or from across a room, providing 24/7 access. Imagine a realestate storefront that can let passers-by now browse through home listings, or airport
displays that enable searching for one’s flight and providing wayfinding.

Outdoor Signage made Interactive
Palmer Digital Group is leveraging software-based touchless to enable interactive content
on their existing weatherproof outdoor enclosures, an environment that is hostile to touch
and gestural interfaces. Static maps can now become interactive wayfinding solutions and
advertisers can now display interactive content, opening up new revenue streams, just to
name a few options.

QSR Menus Become Order Takers
The digital menu board has become commonplace, but only the most ambitious (and
deep-pocketed) restauranteurs have invested in touchscreen hardware for order-taking.
QSRs also contend with stringent requirements for the cleanliness of surfaces, giving
touch a distinct disadvantage. Software-based touchless can convert static menu boards
into safe, contactless ordering stations, both in-restaurant and in drive-thru lanes.

Upgrading Single-touch to Multi-touch
Many older displays only support single-touch input, preventing higher-fidelity
experiences that are more commensurate with mobile-based experiences from being
deployed. Software-based touchless interactivity opens up the possibility to upgrade the
customer experience without needing to upgrade hardware.
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Customer Engagement at Scale
With software, touchless interactivity knows no bounds. From
110” displays to tiled LED walls to building-scale billboards that
dwarf their passers-by, interacting with content that’s literally
larger-than-life is both captivating and memorable. These displays
were not meant to be engaged via touch, if it’s even an option to
enable, at arm’s length; their impact is appreciated when the entire
display is in a person’s field of vision. Paired with the potential
for simultaneous multi-user interactivity, imagine multiple onscreen QR codes, giving each user their own cursor for a colossal,
buzzworthy experience.

Accommodating Disabled Audiences
Control of content is independent of an individual’s ability to access, reach and activate
a touchscreen display. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) provides guidelines
and requirements for the design of systems deployed in public venues. In general, Title
III of the Act states “This title directs businesses to make ‘reasonable modifications’ to
their usual ways of doing things when serving people with disabilities.” Software-based
touchless can facilitate engagement by disabled or mobility-compromised individuals
regardless of an individual’s ability to access and reach the functional parts of the content
on the deployed display.

Sharing the Benefits of Online Advertising
In one survey, 81% of marketers concurred that interactive advertising was more effective
at capturing attention. While this has become the norm online, only a small portion
of DOOH advertising is interactive. Not only is interactive advertising more catchy, it
gives control back to the consumer, enabling a two-way conversation with a brand.
And perhaps most importantly for the advertiser, interactivity provides anonymized
usage metrics that marketing teams have come to rely upon for their campaigns. If the
competition is “eyeballs” versus “touches”, the unanimous winner is touches.

ABOUT THE SPONSOR:
Freetouch enables touchless interaction with shared touchscreens and connected displays from any
smartphone. Simply install the controller software on any PC with internet connectivity — no additional
hardware required. End users scan an onscreen QR code with their smartphone to connect to and
interact with the display in front of them. The solution is designed for immediate use by retail, digital
out-of-home media (DOOH), banking, hospitality, travel, museum, food service, and entertainment
industries — anywhere connected displays are part of the customer or operational experience.
Freetouch was conceived and developed by San Francisco-based Stimulant, an award-winning
experience design agency that has been developing touch-driven applications for nearly
15 years. Freetouch is committed to making interactive installations safer to use through
advanced touchless technologies.
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